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Step 1: A member seeking to become a NAK Admin must fill out an application on the NAK Squad forums at 

http://naksquad.net/forums/forum/admin-application. This will be reviewed by all current admins, and a decision 

on whether the applicant should move forward is made. 

 

Step 2: Once an admin application has been accepted, the applicant is given the rank of Admin In Training. This 

rank does not have access to RCON or any admin abilities, but it to signify that the member is in training with the 

hopes of becoming an admin. This is a 5 step process, and is the same for all admin’s and applicants. 

 

Step 3: The applicant begins the NAK Admin Training Program, or NAK:ATP. The NAK:ATP is a multi-level process 

created to not only teach the new admin, but to provide the NAK Community with intelligent, helpful and mature 

admins. The program is outlined below. 

 

 3A: NAK Admin Training Program: 

  Step 1: In order to learn the way situations are handled here at NAK, the applicant must   

 spend 5 hours shadowing other admins (It is the responsibility of the applicant to keep   

 track of their time, as well as making note of who they shadowed).  During this time, the  

 applicant will not only watch what the admin is doing, but will have the admin explain to  

 them either during or after a situation why they chose to do what they did. During this   

 step it is vital to keep dialogue open between the admin and the applicant. At the end of  

 this step, the applicant will provide senior leadership with a document or forum    

 message containing the all information they were instructed to keep, such as date/times  

 of shadowing and who they shadowed. At this time, they will proceed to Step 2 of   

 NAK:ATP. 

 

  Step 2: In step 2, the Applicant will be provided with 5 questions. These questions will   

 be in the form of scenarios they may encounter on our servers.  

   Example: Player X is accused of team killing. He confronts the accuser    

  aggressively and uses racial slurs as insults. What do you as an admin do? 

 

  Once the applicant has completed this, his portion of training is complete.  

 

Step 4: After an applicant has completed the final step of the NAK:ATP, all information pertaining to his training 

will be assessed by senior leadership. They will discuss any questions/concerns pertaining to the applicant and 

decide whether the applicant will become an admin. NOTE: No single member of leadership (except the server 

owner) may approve or deny an applicant. 

 

Step 5: After an applicant has completed NAK:ATP and been approved to move forward by leadership, he will be 

given the title of Server Admin, and provided with all applicable administration tools. 

 Step 5A: New Admins will receive informal training on how to use our server administration tools. This 

may be done by any admin. 
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